
hood conditions such as ear infections, colic and tonsillitis.
Facts like this have made affiliation with CMCC an

alarming prospect for members of York’s Faculty of Pure
and Applied Sciences (FPAS), who would be most affected
by the move. “It’s one thing for the public to have the
freedom to choose a chiropractor,” says De Robertis. “But
it’s quite another to bring it into the university.” He says
the proposed partnership would make York a laughing-
stock within the world’s science community.

For FPAS, however, the problem is getting anyone to
listen. Scientists were caught off guard by the administra-
tion’s push for affiliation, De Robertis explains, and chiro-
practic’s metaphysical doctrines and medically unorthodox
practices are not widely known. And, while FPAS has
strongly opposed any association with CMCC, its mem-
bers form a distinct minority within York’s Senate.

That is no accident, says De Robertis. He claims that
CMCC, in seeking a university partner, has focused on
those that have small science faculties. It found a match at
York, where only 15% of faculty members are in the pure or
applied sciences and there is no medical school. This means
that CMCC can largely avoid 2 potentially loud sources of
opposition. In the humanities and social sciences, De

Robertis says, scientific criticism of alternative medical ther-
apies are often characterized as elitist and narrow minded.

In a last-ditch effort to stave off affiliation, opponents
launched a 2-pronged lobbying campaign. This fall they
began holding a series of information forums with outside
critics of chiropractic in an attempt to sap on-campus sup-
port for affiliation. The first speaker was Dr. Murray
Katz, a Montreal physician and critic of chiropractic.
They are also encouraging off-campus scientific and med-
ical associations to intervene in the debate.

Stevenson insists that these efforts are unlikely to derail
the affiliation process, which originally passed by a 4-1
margin. Society has already passed judgement on chiro-
practic’s merit, he says, because Ontario and most other
provinces now provide at least partial coverage for chiro-
practic treatment through public medical insurance and
workers’ compensation plans. The York administration,
however, may have misjudged how controversial any affil-
iation with chiropractors will be. “They thought this
would go through in the blink of an eye,” says De Rober-
tis. “Now, I think they’re starting to get nervous.”

Terry Johnson is a freelance science writer based in Vancouver.
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George Eisler, dean of health sci-
ences at the British Columbia Institute of
Technology (BCIT), expected the British
Columbia Medical Association (BCMA)
would be a little miffed at his plan to
have BCIT offer degree programs in
naturopathy, traditional Chinese medi-
cine (TCM) and other alternative health
therapies. But the BCMA’s reaction was
quicker, louder and angrier than he ex-
pected. In November, faced with the
prospect of a public political row over
the new courses, BCIT quietly backed
down.

Brian Dixon-Warren, a Saturna Is-
land general practitioner who chairs the
BCMA’s alternative health committee,
hopes that BCIT’s retreat is a sign that
the province’s “wave of enthusiasm” for
fringe medicine has finally peaked. He
and other committee members had met
with Eisler and BCIT’s Board of Trustees
separately last summer to voice their ob-
jections to the proposed programs.

BC is the only province that provides
coverage for naturopathic consultations
under its medical services plan. This sum-
mer the province’s Health Professions
Council recommended that the health

minister establish a College of Traditional
Chinese Medicine, ignoring objections
from doctors who argued that this would
give unwarranted recognition to a profes-
sion riddled with ineffective and poten-
tially dangerous practices.

Dixon-Warren says the BCIT pro-
posal was particularly alarming because
of the institution’s role as a training facil-
ity for most of the province’s x-ray tech-
nicians, physiotherapists and other
health professionals.

Eisler insists that BCIT’s decision to
drop the project had nothing to do with
BCMA lobbying. Society has already es-
tablished that naturopathy, TCM and chi-
ropractic are worthwhile, he says, and
BCIT has a responsibility to ensure that
students receive high-quality training in
them. He says BCIT simply decided that it
would have been difficult to attract
enough fee-paying students to make the
new offerings worth while, given the
province’s unhealthy economic situation.

Eisler suggests that BCMA objections
to BCIT’s plans were simply part of a
“turf war” with alternative practitioners
who threaten physicians’ role as health
care gatekeepers. For their part, doctors

suspect that the Ministry of Health’s
quiet promotion of alternative therapies
is motivated by economics. In a paper
on naturopathy published last summer
in the Scientific Review of Alternative
Medicine, psychologist Barry Beyerstein
of Simon Fraser University wrote that
the ministry justified its spending on
naturopaths on just such grounds: by en-
couraging the “worried well” to seek out
alternative practitioners, the number of
billings by more expensive physicians
would be reduced.

But for a highly reputable institution
like BCIT to grant degrees in unscientific
therapies would have been a much more
dangerous development, says Dixon-
Warren, because it would have cast
doubt on the academic reputation of
BCIT’s entire health sciences program.
He also thinks the move would have
jeopardized the close working relation-
ship between doctors and BCIT-trained
technical staff. He is relieved that, for
whatever reason, BCIT has abandoned
the plan. “There has been a bandwagon
of enthusiasm for alternative therapies,”
he says. “Now there is some rethinking of
it all. It is a very welcome sign.”

BC college drops proposed alternative health offerings
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